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in green, Each with a tommy-gun,
dawn; We rose to meet the sun. We
east.
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Many modern Neo-Paganists and Wiccans, partly as a result of
the influential work of Margaret Murray, see the Green Man as
a variant of the pagan Horned God, which is in turn a
syncretism of several older nature and fertility deities,
including the Greek gods Pan Men in Green Dionysus, the Roman
Silvanus, the Celtic Cernunnos, the Hindu Pashupati, etc both
Dionysus and Cernunnos were sometimes portrayed with hair
composed of stylized leaves and vegetation. Nov 28, Andres
Soto rated it it was amazing.
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The Green Man image has made a resurgence in modern times,
with artists from around the world interweaving the imagery
into various modes of work. A common link in nearly all of the
legends and myths which have been suggested as precursors of
the Green Men in Green is that of metamorphosis and
transformation. Frombook:SpeakwiththesunPreviousNext.Both
fascinating and de-mystifying i. Link copied to clipboard.
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